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Imagine that you are scrolling through Facebook and happen upon, as I did, the
following advertisement from the International Rescue Committee:

Maybe you stop and donate— $20, presumably, to
provide food to 27 kids. You, alone, have the
power to feed an entire third grade class. Or, more
likely, you keep scrolling on to the next posts,
likely passing by a few other donation campaigns
on your feed. You might scroll past those too,
perhaps starting to feel guilty about your privilege
and inaction or just increasingly numb to the
harsh inequities of the world.

Either way, how likely is it that you stopped to
reflect on the ad itself—the stories it tells, and
more importantly, those it doesn’t? Who made
the ad? Why was this photo, in particular,
selected? Who is the child? Why is the child
starving in the first place, and how did they
become a refugee? In what ways is the ad
oriented around you, the potential donor, rather

than the individuals whose story is on display?
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And regardless of what you chose when you arrived at that first ad, you probably
didn’t pause to ask why you made the decision you made. If you were one who kept
scrolling, read this article to ease your conscience: Why Don’t You Donate for Syrian
Refugees? Blame Bad Marketing (Published 2017). As the article alludes,
humanitarian issues—such as forced migration—have become marketable and, in
cases, lucrative causes advertised to consumers, or donors. Countless strategies are
used to try to get you—the consumer—to “see the problem, to see you are the
[solution], see the way to stop it and how you can make a significant impact, and the
way to stop it must be easy and not break routine (Kennedy, 2010)” (Picture This,
43).

However, when instances of human suffering and vulnerability are molded to
capitalist models and standards in order to obtain relief, the consequences are vast
and deeply problematic. With such focus on the donor, the individuals and causes at
hand (not to mention the forces that contributed to the current issue) are
decentralized; the image of the suffering, helpless ‘other’ is commodified; colonial
legacies of white saviorism and paternalism are reinforced. Indicative of the power
imbalances deep within and resulting from the aid system, current donation
campaign strategies are also complicit in perpetuating and simultaneously ignoring
the fact that Westerners want to feel good about saving the distant other but not
open our borders to them.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RBQ-IoHfimQ
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https://www.nytimes.com/2017/06/14/business/media/marketing-charity-water-syria.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/06/14/business/media/marketing-charity-water-syria.html
https://digitalcollections.sit.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?referer=https://www.google.com/&httpsredir=1&article=3626&context=isp_collection
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RBQ-IoHfimQ
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RBQ-IoHfimQ

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M2hYauBsKRk
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RBQ-IoHfimQ
https://www.unhcr.org/refugeeday/what-they-took-with-them/
https://www.unhcr.org/refugeeday/what-they-took-with-them/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M2hYauBsKRk
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The preceding pictures are from campaigns by well-known organizations: Save the
Children, and United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), and
Amnesty International. Watch the videos (by following the links under the pictures)
and consider the following questions:

● If you had to choose one, which campaign would you donate to? Why?
● How logistically easy was it to donate to each? To find out where your money

will go (for example, who will it go to? What will it be used for? How much will
just go towards funding more advertisements)?

● What is the goal of each campaign? Would you classify each as
donation-based or awareness-based? Both? How do you make the distinction,
and does this matter?

● The existence of the us/them binary is often present in discourses
surrounding and representation of forced migrants; oftentimes refugees,
asylum seekers, and immigrants are presented as ‘others’. Consider how each
of the campaigns interacts with this ‘othering’ of the refugees they represent.
Do they create or attempt to bridge the distance between viewers and the
depicted individuals? How and why? What visual aspects contribute to this?

● Which of these do you think were the most successful campaigns? Is
“success” only achieved by raising the most money? What are other possible
measurements of success?

FOR MORE CONTEXT, INFORMATION, AND INSIGHTS, EXPLORE THE FOLLOWING:

Mitra LeBuhn, “Picture This: the role of digital storytelling in motivating donations to
refugee relief,” Independent Study Project (ISP) Collection, SIT Graduate Institute
(Spring 2017)

Heide Fehrenbach and David Rodogno, “‘A horrific photo of a drowned Syrian child’:
Humanitarian photography and NGO media strategies in historical perspective,”
International Review of the Red Cross (2015)

Lewis Turner, “#Refugees can be entrepreneurs too!’ Humanitarianism, race, and the
marketing of Syrian refugees,” Review of International Studies (2020)
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https://digitalcollections.sit.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?referer=https://www.google.com/&httpsredir=1&article=3626&context=isp_collection
https://digitalcollections.sit.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?referer=https://www.google.com/&httpsredir=1&article=3626&context=isp_collection
https://international-review.icrc.org/sites/default/files/irc_97_900-9.pdf
https://international-review.icrc.org/sites/default/files/irc_97_900-9.pdf
https://www.refugee-economies.org/publications/refugees-can-be-entrepreneurs-too-humanitarianism-race-and-the-marketing-of-syrian-refugees
https://www.refugee-economies.org/publications/refugees-can-be-entrepreneurs-too-humanitarianism-race-and-the-marketing-of-syrian-refugees
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Stephen Delahunty, “Donor-centric fundraising can reinforce white saviour complex,
DEC fundraiser warns,” ThirdSector, July 31, 2020

Lilie Chouliaraki, “Post-humanitarian communication: Contemporary portrayals of
distant suffering have left us as self-satisfied consumers, rather than cosmopolitan
citizens,” London School of Economics and Political Science, November 11, 2013

Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie, The Danger of a Single Story (2009), Ted Global (video)
● What is the ‘single story’ being told about refugees and forced migrants? In

what ways do donation and/or awareness campaigns contribute to (or
perhaps have the power to resist) the idea of the ‘single story’?

Denis Kennedy, “Selling the Distant Other: Humanitarianism and Imagery—Ethical
Dilemmas of Humanitarian Action,” The Journal of Humanitarian Assistance (2009)

Savannah Dodd, “Informed Consent and How to Fix it,” Photography Ethics Centre,
June 13, 2019

● Also check out Episode 2 of the Photo Ethics Podcast, where humanitarian
photographer Martha Tadesse discusses (and provides recommendations for)
the ethical issues of visual storytelling, specifically in regards to consent
forms and the use of photographs by large humanitarian organizations:
Martha Tadesse, “On Learning and Unlearning Ethics,” Photo Ethics Podcast,
September 9, 2020

Source: @nowhitesaviors on instagram
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https://www.thirdsector.co.uk/donor-centric-fundraising-reinforce-white-saviour-complex-dec-fundraiser-warns/fundraising/article/1690893
https://www.thirdsector.co.uk/donor-centric-fundraising-reinforce-white-saviour-complex-dec-fundraiser-warns/fundraising/article/1690893
https://blogs.lse.ac.uk/politicsandpolicy/post-humanitarian-communication-contemporary-portrayals-of-distant-suffering-has-left-us-as-self-satisfied-consumers-rather-than-cosmopolitan-citizens/
https://blogs.lse.ac.uk/politicsandpolicy/post-humanitarian-communication-contemporary-portrayals-of-distant-suffering-has-left-us-as-self-satisfied-consumers-rather-than-cosmopolitan-citizens/
https://blogs.lse.ac.uk/politicsandpolicy/post-humanitarian-communication-contemporary-portrayals-of-distant-suffering-has-left-us-as-self-satisfied-consumers-rather-than-cosmopolitan-citizens/
https://www.ted.com/talks/chimamanda_ngozi_adichie_the_danger_of_a_single_story?language=en#t-839144
https://sites.tufts.edu/jha/archives/411
https://sites.tufts.edu/jha/archives/411
https://www.photoethics.org/content/2019/6/11/informed-consent
https://www.photoethics.org/podcast
https://www.instagram.com/p/CJmHZpkMr05/
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A WAY FORWARD?

The question remains: what is an ethical, unproblematic, and effective way to lessen
the hardships refugees and forced migrants experience via solidarity and monetary
contributions? Is there a way to reimagine a form of donating that is not inherently
hierarchical or saviouristic?  Using what you have learned, think critically about the
following projects and compare them to the ones from earlier (by clicking on the
photos or following the links under the photos). Are they doing it ‘right’? What
questions are you left with?

https://iamamigrant.org/

https://www.goal-click.com/refugees
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https://iamamigrant.org/
https://www.goal-click.com/refugees

